
Board Meeting Minutes  

               
July 18, 2017                       
Storey Creek Golf and Recreation Society 
300 McGimpsey Road 

V9W 6J3 

 

 
 

Directors 

Present:    Jerry Smit, President 

Rob Rounds, Treasurer 

  Liza Hadfield, Vice-President 

Rick Johnson, Secretary 

Faye Dahoy, Director 

  Michael Moscovich, Director 

  Gerry Gillis, Director 

  Todd Farren, Director 

  Judith McFarlane, Director 

                      

   

 Staff:      Rob Watson, Course Superintendent/Operations Manager 

       Debbie Olsen, Business Manager/Food & Beverage Manager 

       Steven MacPherson, Head Professional 

 

Guests:       

 

Regrets:  

   

   

 

 

1.  Welcome - call to order:  

The meeting was called to order at 1:30 pm by Jerry Smit 

 

2.  Approval of the agenda: 

 Two items added:  

1. Benches 

2. Capital Plan revision 

               

Moved that the agenda be approved. 

M/S:   Faye/Michael        Carried 

 

3.  Approval of Minutes 

Moved that the minutes of June 20 be approved.  
M/S:   Rob/Liza Carried 

 



Maintenance Report for June 14, 2017 to July 14, 2017 

Submitted by Rob Watson:  July 14, 2017 

 

The past month has definitely been the best month for golf in a long time. We have received less than half the 

rainfall for this report period compared to the same time last year (18.2 mm rain for June 14 to July 14, 2017 

compared to 42.4 for the same time period in 2016) and the mean temperature has been close to 2 degrees 

warmer (17.3 degrees in 2017 compared to 15.6 degrees in 2016).  

 

This fairly sudden change from cool to dry, windy and hot has required far more hours spent hand-watering 

greens, tees and sod patches. However, considering the fall, winter and spring we just experienced I am not 

complaining. 

 

Although I am happy with green health and putting quality, the dry, windy and hot weather we have been 

having is once again highlighting the poor spacing of our irrigation system. This is somewhat magnified on 

holes this year that suffered heavy winter kill and were unable to fully heal over. Although we will not be over-

seeding fairways again we did over-seed all tees that were renovated as well as some historically weaker tees 

again on July 14.  

 

Over the past month we hosted the Brindamour / Nugent-Hopkins CF Fundraiser, East vs. West and the Cops 

for Cancer. By all accounts all 3 events were great successes.  

 

Aside from routine tasks and maintenance, the following additional tasks have been completed or are ongoing: 

 

 Re-spaced sprinklers at 16 tee 

 Ran and replaced new station wires at 2 tee and 6 fairway due to a couple faulty stations. 

 All greens were spiked to a depth of approximately 5 inches with the bannerman on July 4. 

 Stripped and re-sodded along the rock wall at 17 and around the tree. In addition, we also installed 
irrigation along the wall to ensure survival. 

 Fairway bunker renovations are nearing completion. As of today, we have completed hole 1 to 11. This 
work includes repairing edges, removing torn linear, moving sand and or adding as required. 

 Installed a new channel drain just outside of the Pro Shop. 

 New batteries were installed in numerous older carts in-order to improve reliability during tournaments 
and busy days. All of our secondary fleet now have batteries that are no more than 2 years old. 

 Pot holes were filled from our parking lot down to the bridge on Thursday July 13. 
 

Over the next 6 weeks we will be focusing on providing the best conditions possible and hosting the numerous 

events we have scheduled.  

 

Tasks we will be focusing on include the following: 

 

 Completing fairway bunker renovation work. Once Fairways bunkers are complete we will go over 

green side bunkers again. 

 The course will be painted for the Crystal Open, Club Championships and the Men’s Labor Day Open. 

 Completing sod work on holes 6 and 16 in advance of the Crystal Open. 

 Sprinkler, catch basin and valve box edging 
 

I have been working on updating the long-term lease and course improvement plan and will provide an update 

at the board meeting. In addition, I will provide an update for year-end budget projections. 

 

 



After 6 months of what I can honestly say was the worst winter and start to a golf season I have ever 

experienced since I started my career in golf maintenance in 1987, we are finally experiencing quality golf 

weather. From May 12 to June 13, 2016 the mean temperature was 14.7 degrees and we received 49.6 mm of 

rain, for the same time period this year the mean temperature was 12.75 degrees and we received 78.8 mm of 

rain. 

 

The improved weather has finally allowed us to make progress towards getting the course closer to the level we 

expect. Although some areas of tees and fairways are still not completely recovered from the winter kill we 

experienced, they are getting better every week and should soon be fully recovered. To help speed up recovery 

we over-seeded some additional areas on the older section of 6 fairway, sections of 14 fairway & rough and also 

over-seeded all of 16 fairway. In addition, we stripped and sodded a large rough section about 100 yards from 

the red tee on 12 adjacent to the cart path. This area had 100 % turf loss as a result of winter freeze thaw cycle 

and being under water for large periods of time. The sod that was used to re-do this area came from our nursery. 

 

Hole 6 opened for play on May 19, one day before the Mixed Open. From May 12 to 14 we stripped and sodded 

the majority of the large collector drain lines that had settled from mower traffic and heavy rainfall. We will be 

doing some additional sodding of sunken drain lines and damaged areas on both holes 6 and 16 on June 14, 15 

and 16.  

 

Over the next couple of days the grounds crew will be preparing the course for the Brindamour / Nugent-

Hopkins CF Fundraiser. Task that will be concentrated on include: 

 

 Weed eating all areas 

 Painting hazard lines 

 Edging sprinkler heads 

 Replacing the channel drain outside of the pro shop that is settling due to a crack in the channel drain 
itself. 

 Painting the yardage poles in the driving range. 
 

Additional tasks that we have completed or are ongoing include the following: 

 

 Stripped sod and removed the collar dam on the front left corner of 2 green. 

 Completed green side bunker renovations. Fairway bunker work is currently underway as time and 
resources allow. 

 Greens were verti-cut and top dressed on both May 31 and June 7. 

 Vented the greens on June 8 with the deep tine aerator to a depth of 8 inches. This process helps to 

relieve compaction, improve drainage and improves air exchange within the root zone. 

 Applied granular fertilizer and lime to the range tee and surrounds on June 8 (1.2 lb N) 

 Greens were fertilized with a granular fertilizer on May 24. (.41 lb of N) 

 Applied granular fertilizer and lime to tees on June 9 (.48 lbs N) 

 After unsuccessfully trying to get a contractor to cut along McGimpsey we decided to tackle it 

ourselves. To date we are about 2/3 thirds done and I expect it will be completed on May 15. 

 Re-spaced sprinklers at 16 tee. 

 Fungicide applied to greens on May 19 and again on June 12. 
 

Due to the loss of projected early season revenue this year, I have been keeping a close eye on expenses and 

have been looking for ways to control and or reduce expenses. I will provide an update with estimated 

projections for year end expenses at the board meeting. 

 

Motion to accept the Maintenance Report 

M/S:   Faye/Todd     Carried  



 

 

Head Professional Report for June 14, 2016 to July 14, 2017 

Revenue 

June saw a great spell of weather and golfers were ready to dust off the clubs and finally play some golf! By and 

large the Pro Shop hit their forecasted numbers, with Range, Club Rentals and sales of Club Sets performing 

weaker than expected. 

 

  ’17 Budget  ’17   ’16   ‘15 

Balls  $4500.00  $5902.96  $6948.02  $4928.96 

Club (Single) $4500.00  $5562.87  $5822.47  $6923.14 

Club (Set) $4500.00  $1871.98  $6144.97  $1819.97 

Golf Bags $1800.00  $1039.95  $2014.30  $1218.18 

Ladieswear $1650.00  $3328.55  $1765.12  $2531.53 

Misc.  $1900.00  $2747.15  $3162.75  $2375.82 

MensWear $3000.00  $3229.04  $3021.13  $3075.23 

Repairs    $  940.50 

Shoes  $2000.00  $2017.38  $1941.87  $2114.82 

*************************************************************************** 

Rental Club $1800.00  $1771.59  $2843.14  $1619.19 

Gift Certs    $4235.90  $4286.04  $4101.68 

Green Fees $102500  $101936  $102327  $98267 

PowerCarts $25000  $27258  $28117  $26454 

PullCarts $675.00  $843.80  $656.88  $599.76 

Range  $9000.00  $6329.29  $8374.74  $7319.55 

 

Golf Ball inventory is (finally) under control with one exception – The Callaway Chrome Soft. I will attempt to 

exchange these balls for something more saleable with our Callaway rep. 

Both Club Singles and Sets are higher than I would like them with just ten weeks of season remaining. I am 

currently providing Free Flightscope ClubFittings on Saturday afternoons in an attempt to push through more 

sales.  

The Golf Bag category includes Carts. We have a great selection in each category, and will look to push 

through more Carry/Stand bag sales this month as their sales have been slow so far this year.  

Clothing is moving well in both sexes. I will attempt to buy at a lower cost for 2018, with our FootJoy shirts 

hitting $90 retail prices this year and not moving too fast. 

Shoes are also slower than I would like, with promotions about to go in effect through the Crystal Open 

weekend and then for August.  

Rental Clubs are still low and I wonder if more of our revenue is coming from locals than travelers due to the 

inclement weather the region experienced earlier in the year. Last year saw an unusually high number of golfers 

visit us through the Tour Operator - Golf Vancouver Island. 

Tour Operator Green Fees 

2017 on the books 463  (181 Processed through June 30th, 2017) 

2016 total  830  (522 Processed through June 30th, 2016)  

2015 total  455  (182 Processed through June 30th, 2015) 

2014 total  359  (228 Processed through June 30th, 2014)  

Comparatively to last year, we are 341 rounds fewer at June 30th. Almost all of these rounds come from golfers 

that are traveling to the island, and may leave their clubs at home. We have 300 Tour Operator rounds 

remaining for the season, so hopefully we see a jolt in our rental club revenue. 

The Range is also underperforming. With the key fobs and Annual Range Passes providing wildly superior 

benefits over purchasing one at a time baskets, I wonder if we’ll continue to see lower revenue, or if we’ll be 

able to grow the amount of fobs and passes to offset it. 



Green Fees and Power Carts are very similar to previous years numbers, though they should be higher with our 

only competition in town closed for the season. 

 

Events 

Brind”Amour/Nugent Hopkins went smoothly with the event raising a cool $120,000! 

The Members East West weekend was exciting with the outcome decided by the final group of Sunday’s play. 

Cops for Cancer was a great event with the organisers extremely pleased with our service levels and already 

committed to next years date. 

Mens Nights are now routinely 100 golfers across the nine and eighteen holes. 

We are now preparing for the CR Foundation Event and Ladies Crystal Open. 

 

 

Marketing 

We have been advertising consistently through the local Mirror and Eagle radio highlighting afternoon green 

fee costs/availability, Membership opportunities, Twilight Passes and 9 & Dine programs. No ads are paid for, 

we trade golf passes that are restricted into our quieter hours in lieu of the marketing opportunity. 

Score Golf will be announcing their Top 59 Public Courses in Canada winners next week and Storey Creek has 

been named on the list – we’re excited to find out where we placed! 

Being named on the list has opened up a great deal of promotional material through Score Golf and GolfTown, 

with their marketing reaching into the high hundreds of thousands and low millions with eblasts. Look out for 

the results! 

 

Staff 

I am now entering the final six weeks with the University ‘kids’ who have been fantastic this year, breathing 

youthful enthusiasm into each day that our Members and Guests share at the facility. 

I will be posting for one or two positions on an extremely short term basis for September 1st through October 

15th. Ugh. 

 

 

Motion to accept the Head Pro Report 

   M/S:  Michael/Liza  Carried 

 

 

Business Managers Report for June 14, 2016 to July 14, 2017 

Submitted by Deb Olsen: July14, 2017 

 

Financial Report  

 

June’s income statement is reflective of the revenues and expenses for the month.  

 

Fees, Dues and Rentals: 

- Initiation Fees Forfeiture – members who forfeited their subscription @ June 30,2017 who 

were on a payment plan.  This balance is what was remaining after the allowance was used. 

- Annual Dues – reduced by $6,832.24 to cover reduction in annual dues from budget. 

- Green Fees – despite the start to the month, the weather turned around and we slightly 

exceeded the monthly budget. 

- Power carts, storage, hydro – non-renewal of storage. 

- Power Cart Maintenance – required repairs that were unexpected. 

 

 

Pro Shop: 

- Sales – increased traffic and a great selection. 



- Cost of goods on par with increased sales. 

 

Food and Beverage: 

- Sales – reflective of the weather at start of month with increases as traffic improved. More 

people are eating snack items vs menu items.  A few large functions this month, helped to get 

revenue to where it is. 

- Have changed hours of operation on Tuesday to 9am – 8pm to accommodate 9 & dine 

players.  Hoping this will increase revenues. 

- Misc. expenses – timing of the liquor license renewal and food primary license renewal. 

- Misc. Repairs – annual fire inspection.   

   

Maintenance: 

- Timing of invoices make up overage this month.   

- Overall, Rob is still under budget for the year. 

 

Administration:  

- Office expenses – timing of invoices 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Cash – down due to weather conditions and still having the fixed expenses that require 

payment. 

 

Accounts Receivable – tournament and tour guide invoices. 

 

A/R Allowance for Installment – forfeited memberships applied to this account.  The 

allowance was used up in addition to the $2900 on the income statement (Initiation fees 

forfeiture).  At June 30, 12 memberships were forfeited with 6 of them being on a payment 

plan.  17 members this year have forfeited their initiation. 

  

We are continually monitoring expenditures as we see a drop-in revenue. Management is 

being proactive and doing everything possible to increase revenue, decrease expenses and 

still provide the same service to our members and quests.  

 

As we approach the end of the 2nd quarter, Management is reviewing all departmental 

expenditures and looking for areas in which we can cut expenses and then be able to 

reforecast the budget at the August Board meeting. 

 

 

Motion to accept the Business Managers Report 

   M/S:  Faye/Michael     Carried 

 

        Old Business 

  

Report on Pace of Play –Steven 

 

Pace of Play is an issue across North America. ‘If’ golf is on the decline, then the time it takes to complete 

eighteen holes is often blamed for it.  

I have played golf all over the world and there is a stark difference in the mindset of golfers in the UK and 

North America. As a fast group (twosome or threesome) in the UK it wouldn’t be unusual to be ‘let through’ 3 

or 4 times in one round by slower groups. Golfers across the pond have it down to an artform, with the group 



letting you play through probably only losing 1.5 – 2 minutes in the whole exchange as shots are hit and play 

continues by both groups safely the length of the hole.  

I have lived and played in Canada for seventeen years now and probably been waved through three or four 

times total. Each time there was a certain amount of animosity or shame involved by the slower party. It is rare 

that a slow group even looks back and acknowledges the faster group. This often causes great frustration on the 

part of the fast players.  

Causes of Slow Play 

Everything below contributes to slow play. Some are just a few seconds, some a few minutes. Some are a few 

seconds, 80-100 times per round, meaning several minutes by the end of the day. 

 Poor golf. While at Seymour G&CC and Bear Mountain Resort I was directly responsible for the Starter 

and Player Assistant programs. While training and reviewing their work I would often ride with them on 

the course. I would see everything. Golfers would hit it twenty times. They would swing at it and miss 

ten times. They would try their friends left handed club to see if that worked any better. They would 

shank the ball 45 degrees into the trees every other shot. When entering the scoring for the 2016 Ladies 

Crystal Open I recorded several scores of 14, 17 and even a 20+. These are scores taken by established 

golfers that play competitively. Golf is difficult and hitting it often takes time. 

 No concern for the golfers behind. The ‘all about me’ mentality. When involved with the Player 

Assistant programs, we would often talk with the slow players who would shrug their shoulders and say 

something like “I’ve paid my money, I will do whatever I want”. 

 Not playing READY golf. Not being READY to play even when playing in order of distance from the 

hole. 

 Carts restricted to cart paths. 

 Leaving the golf bag a distance from the ball or the wrong side when exiting a green. 

 PGA Tour pre shot routines. 

 Not playing a provisional ball. 

 Marking short putts. Over and over. 

 Stopping after nine for food and drink. 

 Washroom breaks. 

 Lining up putts from 4 angles.  

 Multiple practice swings. 

 Chatting while standing still. 

 Searching for golf balls in a general area, having not taken a good line when hit into trouble. 

 Playing a longer course than players skill level suggests. 

 Walking slowly. 

 Groups starting at ‘too close’ intervals. 

 Playing 1, 2, 17, 18, then returning to the 3rd hole. 

 Creeks.  

 Forests.  

 Fescue.  

 Bunkers.  

 Fast Greens. 

 Holes cut near slopes on the green. 

 Tightly cut fairways (poor golfers will top and duff the ball when it’s not ‘fluffed up’ on longer grass as 

they don’t understand the concept of hitting the ball with a descending blow. 

Actions/Solutions to general slow play 



 The Pro Shop Staff runs a loop once per day whether needed or not to raise awareness of pace of play. 

Talks with groups out of position and reinforces policy. Also talk to groups behind slow players to allow 

them to vent and assure them that we are working with the slow group(s) to improve pace. 

Steven has re-arranged the schedule so that Thursday through Saturday we have enough staff to do this 

more than once when necessary while on Wednesdays and Sundays there may be an opportunity for 

Steven, then William to loop. 

 

 Employ Player Assistants. We would likely be able to hire Player Assistants at a little above minimum 

wage if golf privileges were also included. Jerry discussed finding issues with Volunteering and WCB in 

this job type. 

 

If we staffed them over our busiest five days of the week for six hour shifts it would cost: 

$12x 6 hours x 4 days = $360 per week x 25 weeks = $9000 + benefits + uniform + golf privileges + 

training + possible extra cart on sell out days. 

(Sidebar - interested to see if the NDP raise minimum wage to $15 per hour). 

 

A good Player Assistant can work wonders with 80% of slow golfers, while there would always remain 

problem groups that possibly only the Head Professional or a Manager can deal with i.e. Removal from 

the golf course with money credited back.  

 

However, a poor Player Assistant can have a far worse impact on green fee retention than slow play, 

making golfers feel extremely harried and unwelcome. Over the dozens/hundreds of courses I have 

played, more Player Assistants leave me with a poor memory than a good one. The position may be the 

most difficult and unrewarding at a golf facility. They need to move slow golfers around the course at a 

fast golfers pace. Looking at the long list of reasons for slow play, it is difficult to see a Player Assistant 

having the time to coach a slow group through each problem. In short, we would need to find great 

personalities for the role.  

 

 Signage. At the clubhouse. On the scorecard. On the power carts. On the pull carts. At different 

locations on the golf course.  

 

Depending on the quality and weather-proofedness there would be real costs associated with signage on 

the course.  

 

Could we combine the signage with time clocks showing groups if they are fast/slow? Would that 

increase their frustration if they are behind the slow group? Will poor golfers/new golfers read signage? 

Do they walk straight past it? Will our Guests feel hounded if they read about pace of play everywhere? 

Will our members? Will the entire focus of golf at Storey Creek shift to how fast eighteen holes can be 

completed rather than how much we enjoyed our eighteen holes? 

 

 Clocks. Based on the intervals we have created and displayed on our scorecard, we could conceivably 

set the time clocks up for midway through each nine and show players how long they have taken from 

their tee time. The clocks would need to be highly waterproof – clocks I have used before failed often 

due to an inability to handle the high level of precipitation. 

 

Having used this system at Seymour G&CC, the Members punched a time card when they passed the 

time clock. All groups would be recorded and slow/out of position groups would receive letters 

eventually resulting in losing playing privileges. I don’t see our level of play, pace of play problems 
anywhere near warranting the punch card.   

 



 Rather than creating a program to police slow players, should we be creating a program to reward fast 

players/groups? For example, each Green Fee group that finishes their round within 9/10 minutes of the 

group ahead is given a coupon for a discounted meal in the clubhouse (good for 24 hours), or a coupon 

for a discounted green fee (to be used within the next two weeks). The message from the Pro Shop at 

check in is now a positive one – keep up with the group ahead and we will say THANK YOU and 

reward you. 

 

 Easier pin positions on high volume days. When watching groups play, the greatest amount of time is 

often spent on and around the green. Flatter locations would help. Could the rough close to the green 

also be mown shorter?  

 

 The newsletter should have a Pace of Play Help article each month.  

 

 The washrooms could have signage with innovative ideas on how to help pace of play. 

 

 Players call the Pro Shop from the golf course when stuck behind a slow group and the Pro Shop acts 

upon the call when possible. 

 

 Supplying poor golfers with extra golf balls so they don’t continue their searches for lengthy times. 

 

In Conclusion 

So far this year, I haven’t personally received any complaints on pace of play. When I asked my staff after our 

last Board meeting they felt complaints had been minimal too. That’s not to say it’s not happening, and I don’t 

suggest we just turn a blind eye to it. I believe it is extremely important that we are seen to be doing something 

to combat slow play and being proactive instead of retroactive. I recently played with two members that 

regularly shoot in the 70’s. One had lost eleven balls two days previously and one lost thirteen balls playing 

with me. If each takes 5 minutes to look for their ball, that alone would account for up to 65 minutes during the 

round. They are good golfers. Single digit handicaps, or close to it. 

Through the remainder of 2017 I would suggest that we use the Pro Shop staff to make loop(s) and talk with 

groups whenever possible and review how this went at the end of the season. Often times our staff already has a 

relationship with the golfer, so it can improve the message that we are sending when on the course.  

Player Assistants aren’t included in the budget for the year, so I think it would be unwise to begin a hiring 

process at this stage for the few weeks we have remaining. I firmly believe an average to poor Player Assistant 

is more detrimental to a Guests experience than slow play and I wonder what response/experience I would 

receive when posting for the job. 

I would also suggest that going forward I would rather hire staff that could tackle more than one role at the club. 

If we merged an Assistant/Pro Shop Clerk position for example for four days of the week with that of a Player 

Assistant one day of the week, or had someone overlap through the busier periods everyday so that we each 

could take turns monitoring pace, then we could have a better understanding of what takes place on the course 

and how to deal with it. We could own it. When we hire Starters or Marshalls, they are often truly busy for only 

a fraction of their shift, and padding for the remainder. With any extra Pro Shop Clerks, our Customer Service 

levels could rise and Professionals could find time to Club Fit, run events or manage other activities that we are 

unable to presently. 

Rob and I can begin getting quotes for signage and clocks on the course and we can learn if this is a viable 

clubhouse and the monthly newsletter. 

 

PROTOCOL 

Management should deal with individuals causing slow play.  Without satisfaction then the Board is 

involved: 



The Board has the right to censure members and non-members who cause slow play.  Club 

Presidents need to be consulted on problems with their members. 

 

 

New Business 

 

1. Capital Plan Revision– Rob Watson proposal 

 

- Board members given a copy of Rob’s revised plan 

- 6 year projection of maintenance upgrades 

- Revised (lowered) costs on equipment purchases 

 

Motion to accept the proposal 

Storey Creek approves the Revised Capital Planning report 

 

M/S: Liza/Gerry      Moved 

 

2. Benches - Michael 

There may be a potential to sell benches and charge yearly maintenance for the advertising. We could 

offer to commercial businesses in a tasteful format determined by the Club. 

 

We moved to form a committee to look into this and Michael to head it and report back to the Board. 

 

 

In Camera 

  
Meeting adjourned  2:50 pm 

 

Next Meeting: August 15, 2017 at 2:00 pm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ __________________________ 

 

Director     Director 


